Quantum dot approach to infrared  by unknown
Researchers at the Universities
of Southern California and
Texas at Austin have built and
tested a quantum dot device
that detects infrared in a crucial
wavelength, which night vision
goggles, military target tracking
devices and environmental
monitors use.
Anupam Madhukar, holder the
Kenneth T. Norris Chair holder
in the USC Viterbi School of
Engineering (with appoint-
ments in the departments of
materials science, biomedical
engineering and physics) says
“a class of existing IR detectors
are based on quantum well
technology. But we have creat-
ed a detector based on QD
physics, that works at least as
well and has the potential to
perform better.”
The device uses self-assembled
QDs. Each has an InAs core sur-
rounded by GaAs and InGaAs
alloy, proportions of 20nm
base and 4nm height.“Quantum
dots are emerging as the most
viable semiconductor nano-
technology for future higher
performance communication
systems, bio-medical imaging,
environmental sensors, and
infrared detection,” said
Madhukar.
QD IR detectors strongly
absorb radiation shining per-
pendicular to the plane of an
array of QDs. By contrast, alter-
nate QW detectors don't pick
up radiation shining straight
down on them.Achieving this
needs more processing steps
raising the QW detector cost.
Engineers benchmarking the
new device, using standard
tests, report detectivity was
nearly 100 times higher than
the previously reported peak
for QD systems.The new range
is competitive with the corre-
sponding values for the well-
established QW infrared photo
detectors. It is about an order
of magnitude lower than mer-
cury-cadmium-telluride based
IR detectors.With the best
available performance, these
suffer from materials non-uni-
formity and long-term stability
issues.
Researchers expect that config-
uring a ‘resonant cavity’ to trap
the radiation and bounce it
back and forth between mirror-
ing walls will make the QDs
even more sensitive.
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FSThai manufactureFabrinet has signed a volume sup-ply agreement with Hitachi-owned
Opnext Inc, Eatontown, New Jersey.
Fabrinet’s Thailand facility will han-
dle the manufacturing of Opnext’s
2.5 and 10Gbps optical transceivers
for ultra-long-haul SONET/SDH
and WDM applications. Opnext
continues to design transceivers
and key components and maintain
certain critical manufacturing in
Japan to support design and manu-
facture of key components, new
product introduction, assembly,
integration and test.
Lasertel volume
Presstek Inc, manufacturer and
marketer of high tech digital
imaging solutions for the graphic
arts and laser imaging markets,
has entered into an asset pur-
chase agreement with A B Dick
under which Presstek will acquire
the business and assets through
a US Bankruptcy Code section
363 asset sale. The $40m transac-
tion is subject to bankruptcy
court approval. Presstek sub-
sidiary Lasertel Inc supplies
Presstek and external customers
with the laser diodes necessary
for laser imaging applications.
Sapphire funding
Rubicon Technology Inc, a
Chicago manufacturer of exotic
optical-grade materials for the
opto-electronics market, raised
$9.5m in its second round of
investment.
Investment was syndicated by
four leading venture firms, includ-
ing international venture capital
firm Cross Atlantic Capital
Partners, Chicago-based KB
Partners, Cincinnati-based River
Cities Capital Funds, and lead
investor, Indianapolis-based
Gazelle TechVentures.
Bell Labs is to establish a major
R&D centre in Ireland at a cost
of 69m.The investment, sup-
ported by IDA Ireland and
Science Foundation Ireland, will
create opportunities for up to
120 researchers.Tánaiste and
Minister for Enterprise,Trade
and Employment, Ms Harney,
described it as “one of the most
significant direct investments
by the State in a joint corporate
and academic research 
project”.
Bell Labs’ parent group, Lucent
Technologies, will accommo-
date the centre at its facility in
Blanchardstown, where it
already employs 500 people.
The centre will account for
more than 43m of the invest-
ment and will directly employ
40 research scientists and engi-
neers, focusing on a number of
areas including supply chain
flexibility and research into
photonics, electronics and the
next generation of fixed and
wireless telecom networks.
The investment also includes
the establishment of a Centre
for Telecommunications Value-
Chain-Driven Research (CTVR)
to be headquartered at Trinity
College, Dublin.This provides
opportunities for up to 80
researchers and entails an
investment of 26m, and will
involve eight other leading Irish
universities and institutes of
technology: University of
Limerick, NUI Maynooth,
Dublin Institute of Technology,
Institute of Technology Sligo,
University College Dublin,
Dublin City and College Cork
Universities  and the National
Microelectronics Research
Centre.
The Bell Labs facility, headed by
Dr Lou Manzione, will exploit
the innovations that emerge
from the CTVR, which will be
led by Dr Donal O’Mahony.
The decision to choose Ireland
for its latest venture was 'very
easy,’ according to Dr Jeff Jaffe,
its president of research and
advanced technologies.
He noted that industry had
moved to horizontal integra-
tion, adding:“Ireland has really
demonstrated excellence in
working in this new horizontal
model from the perspective of
modern telecoms.”
Crown jewel in world of
industrial research
QD IR  detectors strongly absorb
radiation shining perpendicular to
the plane of an array of QDs.
Quantum dot approach to infrared 
